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About Shizuka New York Day Spa
Shizuka New York Day Spa has gained notoriety as one of Manhattan’s premiere day spas. Located in the heart of the
city near Rockefeller Center, Shizuka New York Day Spa evolved from the skin care practice of gifted facialist Shizuka
Bernstein into a full service spa offering the finest in facials, massage, hair removal, nail spa, and medical cosmetic
treatments in a tranquil, “Zen” environment that seems far removed from the bustle of the Big Apple.
At the core of Shizuka New York Day Spa is skin care, and owner Shizuka Bernstein has
proven herself to be a leading expert in the field, having been twice-awarded “Best Facial”
and named a “Skin Care Guru” by New York Magazine, and having been featured as a
“Beauty Superstar” in Allure Magazine. Shizuka has also appeared as a beauty expert in
Marie Claire, Shape, the New York Daily News, and on numerous television broadcasts
including NBC’s The Today Show, CBS’s The Early Show and The Doctors, CNN, Fox News,
and CNBC’s The Big Idea, among others.
A true skin care innovator, Shizuka and her spa are perhaps best known for her Geisha
Facial which captured international attention for its use of a unique Japanese ingredient:
nightingale droppings. The story of the Geisha Facial at Shizuka New York Day Spa (fondly
known as the “Bird Poop Facial”) has been seen in print and television in Europe, South
America and Asia.
In the U.S., the Geisha Facial has been featured in publications and programs such as People Magazine,
PerezHilton.com, ABC’s The View, an E! Channel Special titled “Radical Hollywood Remedies” as well as E!’s Red Carpet
Countdown to the 2008 Primetime Emmy’s. Shizuka New York Day Spa has also hosted numerous celebrities including a
Victoria’s Secret supermodel, stars of hit shows such as Saturday Night Live, 24, Lost, Desperate Housewives, local
television personalities as well as Asian pop and film stars.
At Shizuka New York Day Spa, the best in Western dermatology is merged with time-honored Eastern holistic knowledge,
and award-winning skin care treatment is combined with a soothing atmosphere, a warm and personal attention—and a
Japanese flair.
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The Geisha Facial
At Manhattan's Shizuka New York Day Spa (7 W 51st Street), facialist Shizuka Bernstein has introduced her latest
innovation, a facial treatment that unlocks the secrets of Geisha beauty. The Geisha Facial, a.k.a. Bird Poop Facial ($180,
60 min.) uses traditional and natural Japanese ingredients to soften, brighten and nourish the complexion. The most
crucial ingredient in this unique skin care treatment is Uguisu no fun (powdered nightingale droppings), once a secret
known only to traditional kabuki actors and the Geisha themselves.
Beautiful, educated and skilled in the arts of music and dance, Geisha were the true renaissance women of ancient
Japanese society. Refined in movement and appearance, Geisha were known for their iconic porcelain complexion-clear,
unblemished and pale as a camellia blossom. However, their beautiful appearance came at a price as the lead in their
face powder caused chronic skin care problems until the discovery of a unique remedy. Geishas found that nightingale
droppings could be used not only to remove makeup but to brighten, heal and retexture the skin due to their natural
enzymes and guanine, which imparts a pearly luster to the skin.
At Shizuka New York Day Spa this ancient and prized Geisha beauty secret is artfully revived. Uguisu no fun is perfectly
safe to use on the skin, sanitized through exposure to ultraviolet light before being finely milled to powder. Shizuka mixes
the nightingale droppings with delicate Japanese rice bran to enhance its inherent facial exfoliating and lightening
properties.
Cleansing and light pore extraction using her all-natural skin care line (the Shizuka New York Skin Care System) further
refines skin texture, and the treatment is completed with a hydrating camellia oil massage and a refreshing antioxidant
Green Tea Collagen Facial Mask.
As with all facial treatments at Shizuka New York Day Spa, the Geisha Facial concludes with service of gourmet
Japanese tea and cookies in the Tranquility Lounge. Shizuka's Geisha Facial modernizes the beauty rituals of the Geisha,
making them accessible to everyone.
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Television Screen Captures

Shizuka and our popular Geisha “bird poop” Facial with Ben
Dhani Jones On Extreme Spa Adventures

Aaron of LXTV NBC!

Good Morning America featured the Geisha “Bird Poop” Facial in a

CNN’s Headline News gets the inside scoop on the bird poop

segment about extreme facials used to reduce pore size

facial trend

Shizuka Gives Kathie Lee Gifford and Hoda Kotb Bird Poop Facials

“Shizuka Bernstein is making her dreams come true and she’s

on NBC’s The Today Show

doing it—get this—with bird poop!” –Donny Deutsch
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Television Screen Captures(Continued)

Shizuka visits the set of CBS’s The Early Show to demonstrate her

E! Channel Special: “Radical Hollywood Remedies” features

Geisha Facial in an “Extreme Beauty” segment

the Geisha Facial, a rumored favorite of Victoria Bekcham

“Mmph…See, this is what happens when you’re the newest person
on the block.” – Sherri Shepherd, ABC’s The View
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Selected Print Features

People Magazine features celebrity spa

Shizuka is featured in Allure’s “Beauty

Shizuka instructs Marie Claire readers

treatments, including the Geisha Facial,

Superstars” directory. “[Shizuka’s]

on how to revive a dull complexion by

available during Spa Week

Microfacial leaves skin radiant.”

giving yourself an at‐home facial

Shizuka tells Shape readers how to

“My facialist used this during a

Women’s Wear Daily profiles the

exfoliate naturally with Japanese black

treatment and I’ve been addicted ever

release of Shizuka’s original skin care

sesame seeds

since,” says OK! Magazine about

line that is created using pure Mt. Fuji

Shizuka’s original Foaming Cleanser

spring water
Print Features Continue on Next Page
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Selected Print Features (Continued)

The Daily Telegraph (U.K.) explores the

The New York Post’s Page Six Magazine

The all‐natural and uniquely Japanese

latest Victoria Beckham craze, the bird

features Shizuka NY’s LED facial

Nagomi Manicure and Sakura Pedicure

poop facial

rejuvenation

in WWD Salon

Signature Anti‐Aging Photo Facial

Shizuka Bernstein

Shizuka’s Lifting Facial

New York Magazine

New York Magazine

New York Magazine

Best Anti‐Aging Facial, 2005

Skin Care Guru, 2004

Best Facial, 2003
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Website

Review: Shizuka NY’s Collagen Boost Facial

A complete list of press features is available at ShizukaNY.com

